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Abstract
Bitcoin transactions are pseudo-anonymous, which can be exploited to reveal a user’ s private

information. To eliminate this threat, this paper presents FairMixer, a highly secure and efficient
Bitcoin mixing system using the trusted execution environments (TEEs). With the TEE’s confiden-
tiality and integrity guarantees for code and data, FairMixer enables a correct and privacy-preserving
mixing process. However, a TEE-based implementation cannot prevent the manipulation of inputs to
the mixer, such as mixing request submissions and blockchain feeds. Against this background,
FairMixer captures users’ mixing requests via Bitcoin transactions for deterring a malicious service
provider from dropping benign participants. To constrain misbehavior during a mixing mission, a
misconduct monitoring mechanism and a penalty mechanism are introduced. The proposed scheme is
fully compatible with Bitcoin and forces mixes to be accountable. Finally, a prototype of FairMixer is
provided using Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) and its performance is evaluated in the Bitc-
oin Testnet. FairMixer mixes 700 inputs in just 8. 39 s, which outperforms most existing decentral-
ized mixers.

Key words: coin mixing, trusted execution environment ( TEE), blockchain, accountable,
anonymity

0　 Introduction
Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies keep all trans-

action records publicly available on the blockchain. Us-
er privacy can be violated by linking related transac-
tions. Bitcoin users can stay pseudo-anonymous by
generating multiple cryptographic addresses for receiv-
ing funds. However, they have to face a threat that
their real identities and financial privacy may be leaked
through transaction aggregation and analysis[1-2] . Even
though these anonymous addresses could not be linked
with real identities[3], attackers can deduce from a us-
er’s transaction network and infer the user’s real iden-
tities combining other techniques such as clustering
analysis[4] .

Hence, several privacy-enhancing mixers have
been proposed. The first type is centralized schemes[5-8]:
a user Alice sends a certain amount of bitcoins to the
mixing service provider ( Bob), and then Bob sends
the funds received to the address specified by Alice.
Advantages of these designs are obvious as follows.

( 1 ) Indistinguishability, meaning the mixing
transaction cannot be distinguished from normal trans-

action.
(2) Scalability, meaning these schemes can be

easily extended to mix with thousands of users due to
the low cost of the mixing mission.

(3) Resistance to DOS attacks from participants,
meaning malicious users that can be rejected as the
mixer needs to confirm the receipt of users’ funds be-
fore mixing.

In centralized mixers, Bob takes possession of all
funds and mixing details. Hence, Alice is vulnerable
to coin theft and privacy disclosure if bob is breached
or other forms of malfeasance takes place.

Risky trust hypothesis in centralized mixers has
led to the rising popularity of decentralized mix-
ers[9-14] . In these systems, the coin mixing protocol
succeeds if and only if all parties’ signatures of the
mixing transaction have been collected. It can be seen
that these schemes provide theft prevention and no
service fees. However, these schemes are not under
widespread use due to the following limitations.

(1) Lengthy waiting time, meaning it is uncertain
when a random group of coin mixing will be formed
through a time-consuming bootstraping process.
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(2) Limited scalability, meaning they support a
fewer number of users to mix due to the heavy commu-
nication cost.

(3 ) No resistance to DOS from participants,
meaning some participants refuse to sign for the mixing
transaction.

To mitigate these limitations, this paper presents a
secure mixing protocol and system called FairMixer.
FairMixer is a best-of-both-worlds design by incorpora-
ting the advantages of both existing centralized and de-
centralized systems. It not only offers guarantees of an-
onymity and theft protection, but also ensures an effi-
cient and correct mixing operation in a strong threat
model. Furthermore, a fairness issue is considered
during a mixing mission. It means penalties will be
paid for misconducts. This is inspired by the research
effort that is dedicated to solve the fairness problem in
secure multiparty computation[15-16] .

FairMixer relies on a trusted execution environ-
ment ( TEE) [17] . This technology allows applications
to execute within a protected environment called an en-
clave, which ensures confidentiality and software integ-
rity. TEE enables FairMixer to behave like a trusted
third party, conducting a secure mixing mission. It is
emphasized that FairMixer requires only a single TEE.
The TEE is owned by an operator, who is either one of
the participants or an external service provider. The
security and trust assumptions of FairMixer are quite
conservative, cf. subsection 2. 2. In the proposed mix-
ing scheme, one participant desiring to mix his coins
sends mixing fee and collateral (e. g. , 20% of mixing
amount) to the enclave by submitting a deposit transac-
tion, instead of sending the whole mixing amount of
coins as existing centralized mixers do.

The reference implementation is built using Intel’s
Software Guard Extensions ( SGX) [18-20], which is a
prominent TEE instantiation built into most recent Intel
processors. While side-channel attacks on SGX that
may endanger security and privacy of the enclave have

been demonstrated[21], e. g. , prominently Foreshad-
ow[22], mitigating side-channel leakage is considered
as an orthogonal problem and out of scope for this pa-
per. TEEs provide powerful memory isolation property
that can enhance the security and efficiency of Bitcoin
mixers. Whereas, malicious operators could potentially
control the entire worldview of the enclaved mixer by
manipulating data feeds of the enclave. This incurs
nontrivial design challenges which will be discussed in
subsection 2. 1.

In a nutshell, contributions in this paper are as
follows:

• This paper proposes FairMixer, a TEE-backed
coin mixing scheme that can support privacy protection
and fair mixing. The notion of fair mixing, introduced
in this work, means malicious participants or operator
will be punished. To this end, a transaction-based
mixing request submission mechanism, a misconduct
monitoring mechanism and a corresponding penalty
mechanism are introduced.

• This paper considers powerful network adver-
saries who can manipulate the worldview of the isolated
mixer in order to reduce the anonymity set size. This is
done by designing a stateless enclave, augmenting ex-
tra block confirmations and securing data exchanges
between an enclave and participants.

• This paper implements proof-of-concept of
FairMixer based on the Intel SGX technology, and
demonstrate its feasibility and effectiveness for various
sizes of participants.

1　 Related work
1. 1　 Bitcoin mixers

Research effort has been dedicated towards the
study of achieving unlinkability of transactions on Bitc-
oin over the years. Below, a non-exhaustive summary
of prior work is provided. Existing work can be classi-
fied into two main groups, namely centralized and de-
centralized ones (see Table 1).

Table 1　 Comparison of key features

Mixers Permutation
leak prevention

Coin theft
prevention

Minimum mixing
set size guarantee

Guaranteed
fairness

Join-then-abort
resistance

Coinjoin[10] × √ √ × ×
CoinShuffle[11] √ √ √ × ×
CoinParty[13] √ √ √ × √
Xiao[14] √ √ √ × ×
MixCoin[6] × × × × √
BlindCoin[7] √ × × × √
Obscuro[9] √ √ √ × √
FairMixer √ √ √ √ √
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　 　 In the centralized design, users only need to pro-
vide their input addresses and fresh output addresses.
A number of transactions with multiple input and out-
put addresses need to be mixed by the third-party serv-
er[5-8] . Note that there are several security threats since
the mixer may steal users’ funds and leak the links be-
tween the input and output addresses. These risks have
led to MixCoin[5] and its successor BlindCoin [6] to
provide users signed certificates for accountability. The
certificate can hold the malicious mixer accountable for
theft by damaging the mixer’ s reputation and its busi-
ness model. While the accountability prospects are ar-
guable, it is not certain that the mixing server will not
leak the links between the input and output addresses.

TumbleBit introduces an untrusted intermediate
payment hub between the payer and payee[7] . Al-
though TumbleBit achieves many desired security prop-
erties, it fails to defend against Sybil-based anonymity
reduction attacks as it allows a malicious tumbler to se-
lectively drop benign users.

Ref. [8] proposed Obscuro, the first Bitcoin mix-
er that utilizes trusted execution environments. Howev-
er, Obscuro cannot prevent eclipse attacks from power-
ful network adversaries and the misconduct of the serv-
ice provider. Moreover, funds of honest parties will be
locked meaninglessly for a long period of time if the
mixing protocol fails for these reasons.

The strong trust assumption in most centralized
coin-mixing schemes has led to the rising popularity of
decentralized mixers. CoinJoin[9] protocol proposed
group transactions. The main drawback of CoinJoin is
that the participants learn about the links between the
input and output addresses of each other. CoinShuf-
fle[10] improved CoinJoin by introducing a way to mix
tokens that no participant learns about the map rela-
tionships between input and output addresses. The pro-
tocol utilizes decryption mixing nets for output address
shuffling.

As the successor of CoinShuffle, CoinShuffle ++ [11]

is considerably simpler and easier to implement and
outperforms CoinShuffle in terms of efficiency. CoinP-
arty[12] improves mixing through group transactions by
employing threshold ECDSA signatures. Ref. [13]
proposed a mixing scheme with a decentralized signa-
ture protocol based on ElGamal signature protocol.

These decentralized systems don’ t need users to
trust each other and eliminate the risk of theft and pri-
vacy concerns. Unfortunately, these schemes are vul-
nerable to join-then-abort DoS attacks. Moreover, de-
centralized mixing schemes demonstrate limited scal-
ability as they require a heavy communication overhead
between the participants (specifically, quadratic in the

number of participants) . For instance, CoinShuffle on-
ly supports a mix of up to 50 participants. CoinParty
relies on an assumption that 2 / 3 of the peers are hon-
est, which could be easily violated in reality.

1. 2　 TEEs for Blockchains
Trusted execution environment technology has

been treated as an effective tool for different kinds of
cryptocurrency use cases, such as off-chain payment
channels[23], smart contract execution[24-25], reputable
data feed services[26] . These schemes offer better effi-
ciency and features by placing more trust in the hard-
ware manufacturer.

Teechain[23] is a system to perform off-chain pay-
ments on top of Bitcoin who leverages SGX to set up
stateful payment channels among mistrusting parties.
With the usage of SGX, Teechain relaxes the synchro-
ny assumptions in existing payment channels and gains
efficiency.

Ekiden[24] uses a TEE to support execution of
multiparty computations and support contracts that han-
dle coins. It aims at moving heavy smart contract exe-
cution off the chain to reduce the cost of executing
complex contract functions. In contrast, FASTKIT-
TEN[25] focuses on efficient off-chain execution of
multi-round contracts between a set of parties using a
TEE.

TownCrier[26] employs SGX to implement a trusted
party for vetting external contents and importing them
to the blockchain. These systems rely on a trust model
which is weaker than that of a purely cryptographic sys-
tem. In particular, their security is dependent upon a
trusted computing base (TCB) that is running inside
the trusted hardware. Smaller TCBs mean better secur-
ity.

2　 System settings

2. 1　 Problem definition
In this work, it considers the problem of designing

a Bitcoin mixer that transfers coins from a set of send-
ing addresses S = { s1, s2, … , sn} to a set of receiv-
ing addresses R = { r1, r2, …, rn}, while achieving
strong anonymity and security properties in the pres-
ence of a wide range of attacks against the mixer. Par-
ticularly, a mixer must provide unlinkability between S
and R. That is, a user should be the only entity that
knows the mapping from his input address to his output
address. Also, the system should not be vulnerable to
DoS attacks by malicious parties or operator. Further-
more, the mixer needs to be secure against a malicious
operator of the mixing service, when the operator at-
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tempts to undermine the mixer’ s service ( e. g. , by
stealing coins). In addition, the mixer should easily
scale to a large number of users and large anonymity
sets. Finally, the system should be compatible with the
current Bitcoin system to allow for practical integra-
tion.

2. 2　 System description
The system architecture of FairMixer is depicted

in Fig. 1, which involves seven elements, namely oper-
ator, enclave, host process, participants, the Bitcoin
blockchain, public bulletin board and Intel Attestation
Service (IAS).

Fig. 1　 Architecture of the FairMixer

• Operator is the service provider who controls
the platform that hosts the FairMixer instance. It is in
charge of running the FairMixer execution facility com-
posed of a host process and an enclave. The operator
also handles the participant and blockchain communi-
cation over the network. Although this means that the
operator has complete control over these parts, his in-
fluence on a running enclave is limited. He can inter-
rupt enclave execution but not tamper with it.

• Enclave is a trusted component in the SGX
programming model. The key procedures of the mixing
protocol are assigned in the enclave, such as the key
pair generation, block scanning and generating mixing
transaction. It is initialized and fed by the untrusted
host process.

• Host process is an untrusted component that is
outside of the enclave. It is responsible for initializing
the enclave and interacting with the Bitcoin block-
chain.

• Participants are Bitcoin users desiring to mix
his bitcoins. Once participants confirm a valid coin
mixing round, he sends a deposit transaction to the en-
clave. In addition, participants need to sign a un-
signed mixing transaction once receiving it from the en-
clave.

• The Bitcoin blockchain is a distributed shared
ledger, which builds trust relationship among peers
that distrust each other without the involvement of a
trusted authority.

• Public bulletin board is used for the availabili-
ty of the mix-related data, such as a fresh public key of
the enclave and some basic information about a mixing
round. Participants fetch the mix-related information
from the public bulletin boards. The public bulletin
boards do not need to be trusted since tampering with
in any form will lead to a failed verification by the IAS.
There are several practical implementations of public
bulletin boards, including IPFS[27], data servers with
replications, and public blockchains such as Bitcoin it-
self.

• Intel Attestation Service allows a third party to
be convinced that the correct application code has been
loaded in an enclave.

2. 3　 Threat model
This work considers a strong adversary that could

compromise the operating system (OS) of the mixer
platform. A compromised OS can access any system re-
source that is under its control (e. g. , access any physi-
cal memory). This means that the data between the en-
clave and the outside may be falsified or even dropped,
or refuse to provide mixing services suddenly. The ad-
versary can also leverage the compromised OS to ac-
tively read any message that should be sent or received
by the mixer. In practice, the operator of the mixer
platform may be malicious, and even if the operator is
honest the mixer’ s OS may be compromised by a re-
mote adversary. Furtherly, it is assumed that the mali-
cious OS can collude with a non-negligible fraction of
the Bitcoin miners. The fraction of computational pow-
er that is controlled by the adversary is assumed to be
below half, otherwise the security of the Bitcoin system
itself does not hold. The compromised OS has several
attack goals. It aims to steal coins that honest users
submitted to the mixer, deanonymize a targeted user
transaction, or reduce the anonymity set size ( i. e. ,
the number of benign deposits that are mixed in a mix-
ing round).

2. 4　 Design challenges
To build a secure TEE-based coin mixing plat-

form,the following challenges need to be solved.
Guard against malicious operators. First, the ma-

licious operator can block or modify the blockchain
feeds from the outside world to the enclaved mixer,
with fake or stale blocks that may “eclipse” the world-
view of the enclave. Second, the malicious operator
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can selectively prevent benign users from participating
in the mixing service. This would reduce the anonymity
set size of a mixing operation. Third, the malicious op-
erator may manipulate the user’ s feedback data, or
prevent the enclave from obtaining the user’s signature
for mixed transaction.

To overcome these challenges, FairMixer employs
an indirect mixing request submission via the block-
chain itself. Since the users interact only with the de-
centralized Bitcoin network, benign user participation
is assured. FairMixer is also designed to be stateless in
order to eliminate the adversary’ s advantage from re-
winding the mixer’s state to the past. Consider a situa-
tion where the enclave does not obtain the signature of
party P i . The enclave is not clear whether the operator
misbehaved and did not forward the message to the en-
clave deliberately, or party P i did not send the required
signature to the operator. To resolve this conflict, this
paper presents a misconduct monitoring mechanism via
the blockchain and corresponding penalty mechanism is
furtherly introduced. For the enforcement of the penal-
ty, FairMixer requires that the operator pays a certain
amount of collateral to the enclave. If the enclave is re-
started or terminated by a malicious operator, the funds
could be spendable after a time-lock.

Guard against malicious parties. After the enclave
sends an unsigned mixing transaction to all parties,
some malicious party may refuse to sign. This results in
the abortion of the mixing mission. Even if all partici-
pants provide signatures, double spending may occur.
Such attempts would amount to DOS attacks on the

mixer, so FairMixer dictates that users must submit
part of funds to be mixed to the enclave’ s address.
This makes users have no incentives to refuse to sign or
double spending since they would lose coins once
caught.

Verification of blockchain. To ensure that a mali-
cious operator cannot make up a fake blockchain, the
enclave needs to design a reliable and efficient block-
chain validation algorithm. FairMixer achieves this by
simplifying the verification process typically by using a
checkpoint block to serve as the initial starting point for
verification. To further speed up the verification,
FairMixer only validates correctness of block headers
according to the Bitcoin consensus rules. Then the in-
tegrity of the transactions of each block will be verified
by recomputing their Merkle root. Finally, when the
enclave needs to verify whether a certain transaction,
e. g. , the deposit transaction of participants, was inte-
grated into a block, it sets a minimum number of
blocks that must confirm a transaction. This makes it
computationally infeasible to provide a valid-looking
chain.

3　 FairMixer description

In this section a more detailed description of the
proposed protocol is given. The interaction between the
operator, useri and the blockchain is shown in Fig. 2.
The interactions with the blockchain and TEE are pres-
ented firstly.

Fig. 2　 The core process of the mixing protocol
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3. 1　 Prerequisites
3. 1. 1　 Modeling the bitcoin blockchain

Bitcoin is built on a blockchain that is maintained
by special parties called miners under the Nakamoto
consensus. The blockchain is composed of blocks
linked in chronological order as a distributed ledger.
Due to the consensus mechanism, a new valid block is
appended every 10 minutes on average in Bitcoin[28-29] .

Bitcoin transactions. A Bitcoin transaction may
include multiple inputs and multiple outputs. A trans-
action input is a reference to the previous unspent
transaction output. The total input amount should be
greater than or equal to the total output amount while
the difference between them is regarded as the reward
fee for miners. Except inputs and outputs, there could
be other information in a transaction, such as the time
lock and extra data. Similar to FASTKITTEN[25],
transactions are represented by tables as shown in Ta-
ble 2.

Table 2　 Transaction Tx
　 Transaction Tx　 　 　 　

Tx. Input: coins from previous unspent transaction output
Tx. output: send coins to the receiver
Tx. timelock: coins can be spentable after timelock (optional)
Tx. data: some data (optional)

Bitcoin scripts. Bitcoin utilizes a stack-based
scripting language to describe the transaction details.
Each transaction output contains a locking script called
scriptPubKey for specifying who can spend the funds.
Each transaction input is composed of PreviousOutPoint
and an unlocking script called scriptSig. The Previ-
ousOutPoint contains the hash of the previous unspent
transaction ( a. k. a. TxID) and a specified index of
the output field. The scriptSig script stores the signa-
ture of the transaction sender. Only some specific sig-
natures specified in the scrpitPubKey script could pass
the transaction verifying. With an opcode called OP
CHECKLOCKTIMEVERIFY[30], the transaction sup-
ports a time lock. This means a transaction output can-
not be spent until the blockchain gets to the specified
height. Utilizing an opcode called OP RETURN, up
to 80 bytes of data could be stored in the transac-
tion[31] . There are several optional transaction scripts
in Bitcoin and two of them are applied in FairMixer:
Pay-To-Script-Hash ( P2SH) and Pay-To-Public-Key-
Hash (P2PKH).

In order to facilitate the interaction with Bitcoin,
BC is used to denote a simplified blockchain function.
Internally it records a block counter c which starts ini-
tially with 0 and increases one every 10 minutes on av-

erage. Parties and the enclave can interact with the
blockchain functionality BC using the following func-
tions:

• BC. append( tx): this function submits a trans-
action tx that will be appended within the next δ blocks
if it is a valid transaction. The parameter δ ensures the
liveness of the blockchain system.

• BC. getLatest( ): this function returns the ne-
west block of the blockchain.

• BC. getAll(bs): this function returns a list of
blocks that extend bs = {bs+1, bs+2,…, bc} .

• BC. Verify( bcp, bc): this function verifies the
validity and integrity of blocks from the checkpoint
block to the latest block.

• BC. searchTx(bfrom, bto, outaddr): this func-
tion is used to find all transactions that assigns coins to
outaddr from the bfrom block to the bto block.
3. 1. 2　 Modeling the SGX

As mentioned above, the implementation of a pro-
gram using the SGX programming model, needs a trus-
ted enclave component and a untrusted host process.
To allow the remote third party to obtain evidence to
prove that the target program is running safely in an en-
clave, Intel SGX provides remote attestation. The en-
clave application generates a remote evidence called
quote signed with SGX private key through a quoting
enclave[32] . The private key used here is embedded in-
to the CPU by the CPU manufacturer and cannot be
changed. Further, the quote is sent to the questioner
who forwards it to Intel Attestation service for verifica-
tion. FairMixer requires that the enclave application
demonstrates remote evidence on the bulletin board so
that users can directly obtain and verify it. There are
several functions about SGX referred in FairMixer:

• TEE. init(): this function creates and initiali-
zes an enclave and then returns the enclave ID eid.

• TEE. destroy( eid): this function destroys the
enclave identified as eid.

• TEE. ECALL ( funcA): this function is called
by the untrusted zone to run the function funcA in the
trusted zone.

• TEE. OCALL( funcB): this function is called
by the trusted zone to run the function funcB in the un-
trusted zone.

• TEE. GenQuote ( ): this function returns the
evidence quote report which proves the target program
is running safely in an enclave.

• TEE. CheckQuote( quote report): if quote re-
port can be verified this function returns 1. Assuming
that an attacker cannot forge a quote so that the func-
tion outputs 1.
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3. 2　 Detailed protocol description
The proposed protocol proceeds in three phases:

requesting phase, generation phase and final settlement
phase.

(1 ) In the requesting phase, the host process
creates an enclave and loads the coin mixing program
into the enclave. The enclave executes the initialization
function to generate the public key and private key of
the enclave ( pkmixer, skmixer). In order to significantly
improve the entropy of the random number used for key
generation, the randomness in the scheme could aggre-
gate the following sources: a hardware-based random-
ness instruction (RDRAND with SGX), the hashes of
the latest block in blockchain and randomness provided
by OS (via / dev / random). Then, the operator needs
to make a deposit transaction txdo(see Table 3). This
transaction assigns q coins to the enclave as collateral
by P2SH scripts. To be specific, the operator con-
structs a redeem script that follows a predefined format
(see Table 4). This script allows the mixer to spend
the deposit, and allows the operator to claim back
funds after the lock-time ctotal . The ctotal is set to 5(n +
δ), where δ represents the liveness of the blockchain
system (i. e. , valid transactions are guaranteed to be
included within the next δ blocks), n denotes the con-
firmation of the blockchain and 5 means that five Bitc-
oin transactions are needed at most.

Table 3　 Transaction txdo

　 Transaction Txdo 　 　 　

Tx. Input: some unspent transaction output from the
operator

Tx. output: assign q coins to the hash of pkmixer

Tx. timelock: spendable for the enclave immediately

　
while spendable for the operator after ctotal
blocks

Table 4　 Redeem script
The Redeem Script
OP IF
< mixerpubkey > OP CHECKSIG
OP ELSE
< ctotal > OP CHECKLOCKTIMEVERIFY OP DROP
< operator pubkey > OP CHECKSIG
OP ENDIF

Once the enclave confirms that the txdo is included
in the blockchain ledger, it can obtain its block num-
ber and transaction ID. Afterwards, the general infor-
mation of txdo, the mix amount, the minimum mixing
set size Nmin, public key pkmixer and some metadata for

remote verification are displayed on the bulletin board.
After fetching the information, users desiring to mix his
coins seek remote verification from Intel Attestation
Service. This can ensure that the enclave program is
correctly imported and executed. Furtherly, these us-
ers need to check the authenticity of Txdo showed on the
bulletin board. Afterwards, users output their deposit
transactions Txdu . Each Txdu assigns p coins ( e. g. ,
30% of mixing amount) and f ( e. g. , 2% of mixing
amount) to the enclave as security deposit and the mix-
ing fee, respectively. The change m of this transaction
output will be fetched as the input of incoming mixing
transaction. Note that the mixing fees are paid to some
reputable charity organizations instead of the operator.
This is because a malicious recipient can generate a
large number of Sybil deposits without actually paying
any mixing fees. Similar to txdo, txdu also constructs the
P2SH script such that the funds can be spent by the
enclave or refunded to users if the mixing protocol is
aborted. Table 5 shows the structure of users’ deposit
transactions.

Table 5　 Structure of the transaction Txdu

Structure of the transaction Txdu

Input:

　 scriptsig: < user signature > < user pubkey >
　 PreviousOutPoint: (preTxID, index)

Output:

　 Index: 0
　 Value: 0 BTC
　 scriptPubKey: OP RETURN < identifier > < encrypted

out addr >
　 Index: 1
　 Value: p + f BTC
　 scriptPubKey: OP HASH160 < Hash160 ( redeem

script) > OP EQUAL
　 Index: 2
　 Value: m BTC
　 scriptPubKey: OP DUP < < OP HASH160 < < user

pubkey hash
　 < < OP EQUALVERIFY < < OP CHECKSIG

In addition, users need to delivery their specified
output address and IP address via the deposit transac-
tion. With IP address, the encalve can receive secure-
ly signatures of the mixing transaction from each partic-
ipant. For privacy and security, users need to encrypt
these two items with the pkmixer of the enclave and store
the ciphertext in OP RETURN field. The public key
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encryption scheme for FairMixer must be compact since
the ciphertext should be shorter than 80 bytes. This
work uses the Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption
Scheme (ECIES) over the secp256k1 elliptic curve.
ECIES is CCA secure[33] and its ciphertexts are quite
compact for 128 bit security; a ciphertext is a tuple
(R, c, d), where R is a 33-byte compressed elliptic
curve point, c is the 24-byte encrypted output address
and IP address with AES counter mode, and d is a 16-
byte HMAC tag. An extra byte is set as the identifier
for fast transaction scanning. A total of 74 bytes are
used in the OP RETURN field.

(2) In the generation phase, the enclave verifies
the validity and integrity of blocks fetched from the host
process. After all blocks are checked, all the FairMix-
er-compliant deposit transactions are extracted. In the
meantime, the enclave decrypts output addresses and
IP addresses in the field of OP RETURN. When the
number of transactions received caters to the minimum
user size Nmin specified on the bulletin board within a
specified time, the protocol proceeds; otherwise the
protocol jumps directly to the final settlement phase
where deposits of users and the operator will be refun-
ded.

Based on the mixing policy ( i. e. , Nmin ),
FairMixer determines the transaction set for a mixing
round. Taking the changes of each participant’s txdu as
the transaction input and the output address given by
each participant as the corresponding recipient, the en-
clave generates a giant mixing transaction txraw . Based
on the shuffle( ) function that is implemented in Ob-
scuro[8] with the Fisher-Yates shuffle algorithm[34],
output addresses are shuffled using the trusted random-
ness generator. On the other hand, the enclave establi-
shes SSL channels with all participants in order to col-
lect valid signatures of input transactions. The enclave
first sends the unsigned transaction txraw to participants
respectively. Then each participant checks if the mix-
ing transaction txraw contains his input transaction and
output address with appropriate bitcoins. If all the in-
formation is correct, he signs for the giant mixing
transaction using his private key and sends the signa-
ture back. If each participant and the operator behave
honestly, a valid mixing transaction txmix would be
formed by recombining all valid signatures and submit-
ted to the blockchain. Otherwise, the mixing mission
fails and the protocol enters next phase.

Until the mixing transaction txmix is appended to
the blockchain successfully, current phase is comple-
ted. However, signatures may not be fetched smooth-
ly. Note that the operator may be malicious and pre-
tend that it actually did not receive a signature from

some user Alice. On the other hand, Alice may be dis-
honest and did not send the signature. The enclave
cannot distinguish between these two cases without ad-
ditional information.

How to generate a proof to attribute the misbehav-
ior to the dishonest party? This work introduces a mis-
conduct monitoring mechanism. First, the operator is-
sues a challenge transaction Txchal . It assigns t coins ( t
can be enough small) to a participant useri and stores
the hash of the unsigned mixing transaction txraw and
the signature of the message from the enclave. Note
that the enclave’ s signature can guarantee the validity
of the message. If the operator fails to provide a valid
block containing txchal, the operator is supposed to be
malicious since it does not issue the challenge transac-
tion.
Challenge transaction txchal( i)
Tx. input: some unspent transaction output from the
operator
Tx. output: spend t coins to useri
Tx. data: hash of the unsigned mixing transaction

Once txchal is appended in the blockchain, useri
can fetch the hash value of the unsigned mixing trans-
action. The party should reply with a transaction txresp

that includes his signature of the transaction and equal
coins. If the enclave confirms the transaction txresp is
included in the blockchain, It is considered that the
instability network is responsible for the event. Other-
wise, it is concluded that useri has malicious behavior.
Challenge transaction txresp( i)
Tx. input: output of challenge Transaction txchal

Tx. output: spend t coins to the operator
Tx. data: signature data

Once it is proved that Alice or the operator misbe-
haves, the protocol jumps to the final settlement phase,
where related party gets punishment.

(3) In the final settlement phase, the enclave
outputs a final transaction txfinal that assign all the coins
received by the enclave to all honest parties. The de-
tails of assignment are determined by the system status
that has four different implications: the failure of setup
where the number of received transactions does not sat-
isfy the minimum user size, successful completion of
the mixing mission, an aborted mixing protocol caused
by the malicious operator or parties. In the sequel,
outrepu, outop, outi, outk denote the distributed amount
of bitcoins to the reputable charity organization, the
operator and each benign party, respectively.

• if the setup of the mixing protocol fails, all
mixing fees and collaterals are claimed back after the
lock-time. To be specific:
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outrepu = 0, outop = q, outi = p + f.
• For the second case, all mixing fees are paid

to charity organizations. In addition, the operator’ s
deposit are refunded to the operator while all collaterals
from users are claimed back by users respectively. To
be specific: outrepu = nf, outop = q, outi = p.

• If the operator aborts the protocol, it will lose
its deposit that will be allocated evenly to all partici-
pants. Furthermore, all users will get their initial de-
posits and fees back. To be specific: outrepu = 0, outop
= 0, outi = p + f + q / n.

• In the case that a party useri is caught cheating
by the enclave, its deposit and mixing fee will be as-
signed evenly to all honest parties and the operator.
Moreover, all honest parties and the operator will get
their initial deposits or fees back. To be specific:
outrepu = 0, outop = q + (p + f) / n, outi = p + f + (p
+ f) / n.

4　 Security

This section gives the underlying security consid-
erations from five aspects: guaranteed minimum mixing
size, resistant to DoS attacks, preventing selectively
benign participants, eclipse attacks and Sybil attacks.

To clarify the prospects of a de-anonymization at-
tack, a simple lemma is provided firstly. Let u(x) de-
note a negligible function, i. e. , for every positive pol-
ynomial poly ( ) there exists a sufficiently large n so
that ∀m > n: u(m) < 1 / p(m) .

Lemma 1 Suppose that H is the number of hon-
est participants in a mixing round of FairMixer. Given
an input of an honest user U, the adversary can guess
the corresponding output of U in the mixing task with
probability 1 / H + u(κ) at most, where κ is the security
parameter of a FairMixer instantiation.

Proof First, two events are defined: E1 denotes
that the adversary correctly guesses the output address
of a user, and E2 denotes that the adversary cracks the
encryption of the output address. Normally, if the ad-
versary does not know the private key of the enclave,
his guess will be correct with the probability 1 / H. Oth-
erwise, when the adversary breaks the encryption of
the output addresses, the probability that the adversary
can guess the output of U is more than 1 / H. Since the
security parameter of the encryption scheme is κ, it is
quite plausible to suppose that the adversary can crack
the cryptography with only u(κ) probability:
P(E1) = P(E1 ∩ ¬ E2) + P(E1 ∩ E2)

= P(E1 | ¬ E2)P(¬ E2) + P(E1 | E2)P(E2)
≤ P(E1 | ¬ E2) + P(E2) ≤ 1 / H + u(κ)

Given Lemma 1, it is time to show that H will in-

deed be large.

4. 1　 Guaranteed minimum mixing set size
A minimum mixing set size acts as a lower bound

on the quality of the mixing service. This work levera-
ges the TEE integrity guarantee to enforce a minimum
mixing set size Nmin . This policy can be verified by in-
specting the attested enclave code. When the number
of valid users is less than Nmin, the design idea of the
FairMixer enclave is to refund the users’ funds not to
continue the protocol. The reason is that the honest us-
ers pay a considerable mixing fee in order to be secure
against Sybil attacks. Hence, they expect a large
enough mixing transaction in return.

4. 2　 Resistant to DoS attacks
Similar to all the centralized mixing services,

FairMixer is susceptible to DoS attacks on the mixer’s
server. During the protocol, the operator may discard
or tamper with messages from the participants. Furth-
more, some participants may refuse to sign for the mix-
ing transaction. This is a join-then-abort attack in most
decentralized mixers. These events amount to DoS at-
tacks and will cause failure of mixing protocol. In order
to resist above DoS attacks, a punishment mechanism
is introduced. With the mechanism, the funds of mali-
cious operator or participants can be allocated evenly to
honest users once they are caught cheating by the en-
clave. To this end, it requires that both the service
provider and the participants send time-locks coins to
the enclave at the beginning of a mixing round. If con-
sidering only incentive-driven operator or participants,
the protocol protects against such DoS attacks. Preven-
ting a malicious OS from conducting an eclipse attack
that creates a fake blockchain view to the enclave is
another form of DoS attacks and will be discussed in
Section 4. 4.

4. 3　 Preventing selectively benign participants
FairMixer’ s design prevents a compromised OS

from selectively dropping participants. In FairMixer, a
user first fetches FairMixer ’ s information ( i. e. ,
pkmixer). Then he uses the meta-data to verify that
FairMixer is running the correct code inside an en-
clave, and that pkmixer was generated by FairMixer’ s
enclave code. Instead of querying the mixer’ s server
directly, the participant fetches the information from
public bulletin boards. Users will join in the mixing
only if they confirm that the data was uploaded to sev-
eral of these bulletin boards. Moreover, each user is
advised to upload the information to additional public
bulletin boards for wider dissemination. If the mali-
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cious OS prevents FairMixer from publishing the meta-
data to all of the public bulletin boards, then this
would be a straightforward DoS attack. Once the user
fetches the data, he verifies FairMixer’ s code and the
pkmixer value by using the trusted remote attestation serv-
ice.

Then the user joins in a mixing round by sending
a deposit transaction to the enclave. FairMixer needs to
scan the transaction from the blockchain directly. This
makes it hard and expensive to exclude benign partici-
pants selectively. The malicious OS can still try to drop
users from the mixing by conducting an eclipse attack
that creates a fake blockchain view to the enclave (see
subsection 4. 4).

4. 4　 Eclipse and state-rewind attacks
Assuming that an adversary A1 controls less than

50% fraction of the computational power of the Bitcoin
blockchain and also has physical access to the FairMix-
er server. Therefore, A1 can cut the communication
between the enclave and the network and modify the
blockchain feeds.

Assuming a raw enclave implementation, A1 can
conduct an Eclipse attack[35] as the following example
demonstrates: A1 cuts the enclave off from the Bitcoin
network and feeds it with fake blocks, which makes
some fake transactions involved in a bunch of honest
users’ transactions. To resist this attack, FairMixer
depends on the fact that the rate at which A1 can feed
fake blocks to the enclave is at least twice slower than
in the absence of an attack. This is because A1 con-
trols less than half of the computational power. Assum-
ing that the enclave has a trusted clock, the enclave
can introduce a rule which requires the enclave to wait
for additional confirmations if the blocks arrive too
slowly as the confirmation is usually 6 blocks in Bitc-
oin. Due to the consensus rule of proof of work
(POW), the more fake blocks to be created, the less
likely the attacker could generate these blocks success-
fully. Therefore, an optional mechanism is added to
the proposed scheme: once the average interval be-
tween multiple blocks provided by the operator is de-
tected to be greater than 15 min, the enclave will be
triggered to wait for N extra block confirmation before
accepting any deposits.

Even when eclipse attacks are not blocked, the
attacks are futile as a de-anonymization technique due
to FairMixer’ s stateless enclave. Such attempts would
amount only to a DoS attack on the mixer. To be spe-
cific, the resulting giant mix transaction will never be
accepted by the Bitcoin network. Honest users will in-
stead retrieve their coins (i. e. , mixing fee and collat-

eral for mixing) after the timeout expires. Although the
failure of coin mixing will not lead honest users to lose
their deposits, the unlinkability between payers and
payees would be in danger when fake transactions are
more than benign ones.

In any case, FairMixer completely prevents state-
rewind attacks by a stateless design for the FairMixer
enclave. Instead of storing some system state for con-
secutive operation and recovery from reboots, FairMix-
er stores no states of the mixer. Each time that the en-
clave code is initialized, it uses secure randomness
sources to generate a unique receiving address. Users
who wish to deposit to the new receiving address should
encrypt a fresh output address. It means that mixing
requests in current mixing round will be disjoint from
any other set of requests in other mixing round.

4. 5　 Sybil attacks
Assuming that an attacker (A2) can reduce the

size of benign deposits in a mixing round while increas-
ing the Sybil deposits, A2 thus can effectively reduce
the anonymity set size without being detected by the
honest users. FairMixer deters Sybil attacks by enfor-
cing mixing fees ( on top of the transaction fees), as
with other cryptocurrency mixers[7,9] . However, it does
not prevent cost-insensitive adversaries from launching
Sybil attacks that flood the mixer with large numbers of
adversarially-generated deposits. To highlight the im-
practicality of such attacks, it is worth analyzing the
expected cost of Sybil attacks on FairMixer.

As the enclave guarantees a fair and random se-
lection of the mixing requests, the probability of honest
and Sybil deposits being selected to enter a mixing
round is the same. Let H and S be the number of be-
nign and Sybil deposits submitted to FairMixer for the
current mixing round, respectively. Nmax denotes the
maximum mixing capacity of a single mixing round,
e. g. , 430 transactions assuming a standard Bitcoin
transaction size of 100 kB. If the total number of mix-
ing requests in this round does not exceed Nmax(i. e. ,
H + S≤Nmax), the effective anonymity set size is guar-
anteed to be H. This is attributed to the indirect mixing
request submission property. Otherwise, some mixing
requests will be excluded from the current mixing
round. That is, the expected anonymity set size is Nmax

× H, which is inversely H + S proportional to the size of
the Sybil deposits S. Thus, in order to obtain a small
effective anonymity set size, A2 needs a prohibitively
large number of Sybil deposits S.

For example, consider a conservative scenario in
which there are H = 100 honest requests and the adver-
sary aims to reduce the effective anonymity set size to
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20. To this end, the adversary needs to create 2400
Sybil deposits (assuming Nmax = 500) . With 2% mix-
ing fees (where typical mixing fees on the market are
in the range of 1% ~ 3% ), this attack costs 48 bitc-
oins, where the denomination of the mixing round is 1
bitcoin.

5　 Performance evaluation

A prototype of the proposed scheme has been im-
plemented by porting a Bitcoin Core’ s codebase ver-
sion v0. 13. 1[36], an openssl library called SGX-
OpenSSL[37] and the ECDSA library libsecp256k1[38]

into the enclave while following the programming model
of Intel SGX application. SGX-OpenSS contains modi-
fied OpenSSL codes and necessary wrapper functions to
be used for SGX-enabled applications. The prototype
minimizes the risk of side-channel attacks by using
constant-time code[38] for transaction signing and signa-
ture verification in FairMixer. It realizes the genera-
tion, signing, signature verification and retrieval of all
Bitcoin transactions in the enclave, as well as the es-
tablishment of SSL secure channel.

A number of performance measurements of FairMixer
are performed on the following two machines: one ma-
chine running Ubuntu 16. 04. 5 LTS with an Intel(R)
Xeon(R) Bronze 3104 CPU clocked at 1. 7 GHz and

32 GB RAM, which does not support SGX and plays
the role of the mixing service provider; the other a ma-
chine running Ubuntu 14. 04. 4 LTS on an Intel i5-
3210M CPU clocked at 2. 5 GHz with 6 GB RAM, which
acts all participants involved in the protocol.

To evaluate the performance of trusted functions
inside the enclave, FairMixer is tested in Bitcoin Re-
gression Test Mode ( i. e. , RegTest) . Each experi-
ment is run 20 times with two versions of FairMixer,
one in SGX application model and one without using
SGX, and the average results are used to measure the
added complexity of SGX-related operations. In addi-
tion, the proposed scheme is compared with Obscuro[8]

in some aspects.
Block validation. The time taken to verify the up-

to-date Bitcoin blockchain is measured. As of this writ-
ing, the latest block is approximately 698 000 blocks a-
head of the most recent blockchain checkpoint. A
checkpoint block is set to serve as the initial starting
point for verification and measure the time to verify the
block headers of all the blocks ( in total 200 000
blocks) after the checkpoint. Fig. 3(a) shows that it
takes approximately 34. 8 min, 29. 6 min and 34. 9 min
for the FairMixer with SGX, the FairMixer without SGX
and Obscuro, respectively. That is, it takes approxi-
mately 0. 01 s to verify a block, which is easily accept-
able in practice.

(a) Verifying 200 000 blocks (b) Scanning transactions in 100 blocks
Fig. 3　 Measured time for verifying blocks and scanning transactions

　 　 Scanning for FairMixer deposits. The time that
FairMixer takes to scan Bitcoin blocks and extract
FairMixer-compliant deposit transactions is measured.
Specifically, assume a conservative scenario in which it
should scan 100 blocks to search for 2000 FairMixer
deposits transactions among a total of 4000 transac-
tions. Fig. 3(b) shows that FairMixer scans the depos-
its almost as fast as Obscuro does (2. 41 s with SGX,
1. 97 s without SGX and 2. 39 s for Obscuro).

Mixing and signing transaction. The time taken to
generate a giant unsigned mixing transaction and col-

lect signatures from all participants is measured. The
shuffling and signature acquisition with different sizes
of the mixing set are tested, ranging from 10 to 700
transactions. Fig. 4(a) shows that the cost time increa-
ses as the size of the mixing set increases and SGX pro-
gramming model brings a very small extra execution
time ( approximately 4% ). Furthermore, FairMixer
can mix seven hundred input transactions within sec-
onds (specifically, 700 inputs in 9. 34 s), demonstra-
ting that a practical deployment of FairMixer is scalable
and efficient in mixing a large set of transactions.
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FairMixer needs more time than Obscuro in terms of
signature acquisition since it introduces extra communi-
cation cost.

Settlement transaction. The time taken to generate
the final settlement transaction is measured. Note that
Obscuro does not introduce settlement transaction since
it does not consider how to resist to DoS attack from a
malicious operator. Assuming all parties comply with
the protocol, Fig. 4 ( b) shows that the total time re-
quired by FairMixer varies from 0. 02 s to 33. 89 s

when the size of mixing set range from 10 to 700. This
is acceptable in practice since it is far less than the
time of a block confirmation.

Trusted computing base. The entire TCB of
FairMixer consists of approximately 1670 source lines
of code (SLoC) for the functionalities that run inside
the SGX enclave. This figure excludes the Bitcoin Core
implementation which contributes 1293 SLoC and two
widely used cryptographic libraries (i. e. , libsecp256k1
and OpenSSL).

(a) Mixing and signing transactions (b) Generating the settlement transaction
Fig. 4　 Measured time for mixing and signing transactions and generating the settlement transaction

6　 Conclusion

Fungibility is one of ideal feature for cryptocurren-
cies. However, the linkability of the mainstream cryp-
tocurrency transactions seriously damages this feature.
To break the dilemma, this paper presents a central-
ized coin mixing scheme with privacy and fairness by
using TEE technologies. FairMixer is a best-of-both-
worlds design, because it combines the advantages of
the existing decentralized and centralized mixers but
circumvents their respective disadvantages. FairMixer
demonstrates efficient operation and strong privacy
guarantees which can facilitate the development of Bitc-
oin and other cryptocurrencies that are subject to link-
able transactions.
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